Capturing splicing complexes to study structure and mechanism.
At its most basic level, pre-mRNA splicing can be described as two coordinated nuclease reactions that cleave an intron at either end and result in ligation of the flanking exons. The fact that these reactions are catalyzed by a approximately 3-MDa behemoth of protein and RNA (the spliceosome) challenges most biochemical and structural approaches currently used to characterize lesser-sized enzymes. In addition to this molecular complexity, the highly dynamic nature of splicing complexes provides additional hurdles for mechanistic studies or three-dimensional structure determination. Thus, the methods used to study the spliceosome often probe individual properties of the machine, but no complete, high-resolution picture of splicing catalysis has yet emerged. To facilitate biochemical and structural studies of native splicing complexes, we recently described purification of the catalytic form of the spliceosome (known as C complex). This native complex is suitable for electron microscopic structure determination by single-particle methods. In this paper, we describe the purification in detail and discuss additional methods for trapping and analyzing other splicing complexes.